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XXIX.-On the Mineral Local'lty at Branchville, Oonnec.
ticut: Fourth Paper. * ~'podunlene and the results of '':ts
Alteration;t by GEORGE J. BRUSH and EDWARD S. DANA.
(With Plate"Iv).

ART.

IN the present paper we give the results we have obtaint;Xi
in a study of the spodumene from Branchville, Conn., and of
the various minerals derived from its' a~terati~n8. It is, "after
the feldspars, mica and quartz, the most important of the original minerals of the locality, and occurs, though mostly in ail
altered condition, in very large quantities.
• For previous papers upon thia 8ubject see this Journal, III, xvi, 33, 114,
18'18 j xvii, 369, 1879; xviii, 45, 18'19.
t .An extended and valuable memoir upon U SpodumeDe and its alteratioDB from
the granite veins of Hampshire Co., Mass.," has been recently published 1;>y Mr.
A. A. Julien in the AnDala of the New York Academy of·Sciences, Vol. i, No. x
(see this Journal, xix, 23'1, March, ] 880). It is proper that we should state here
tilat most of the results of this paper, including every analy8is, .had been completed previous to the appearance of that of Mr. Julien, and when we had no
further knowledge of its contents than is suggested by the preliminary notice of
cymatolite published by him in this JOllrnal for May, 1879 (xvii, 398). The fact,
however, that Mr. Julien was engaged upon this investigation and had been at
work upon it for several years was known to us, and we felt it only right that "e
should defer the publication of our article until his had appeared. It will be seen
that our results, though arrived at independently and based upon material from a
dift~rent source, in many C888S confirm those of }{r. Julien, and this, 88 we believe,
adds much to the interest of the whole subject. Our conclusions, hpwever, difter
essentially in some respects. We have found that cymatolite is not a true
species, .but only & mechanical mixture of albite and muscovite. This fact, taken
with the presence of the analogous complex substance, fJ spodumene, makes it
DOW possible to give a reasonably clear and thorough explanation of all the
changes involved in this most interesting case of pseudomorphism.
All. JOUR. SCI.-TuIBD 8B81B8, VOL. XX, No. lI8.-UCT., 1880.
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A.

UNALTERED SPODUKBNE.

The greater part of the unaltered spodumene occurs in
confusedly crystalline masses, showing distinct cleavage, but
seldom any approach to crystalline form. It is possible to
obtain the mineral nearly pure, though somewhat intermingled
with albite, in blocks weighing several hundred pounds. In
this form the spodumene has a dull white color; it is in many
cases some.what discolored, and is only partially translucent;
tbe cleavage surfaces are often coated with delicate dendrites
of manganese oxide. The associated minerals, in addition to
the albite and a little quartz and mica, are apatite, lithiophilite,
columbite, garnet and uraninite, with various other uranium
minerals formed from alteration.
In addition to tbis massive variety, the spodumene also
occurs in an unaltered condition as nuclei of distinct pseudomorphous crystals. These crystals often occur of enormous
size, imbedded for the most part in massive quartz, though
sometimes extending into the albite. The nucleus of spodu·
mene (see below and figures la, 6, 8, 14, Plate Iv*) is in every
case sharply separated from the altered mineral surrounding it,
and its characters sbow that the crystals must originally have
had rare beauty. One of the finest crystals that we have found
thus far bad, as imbedded in the ~ uartz, a length of three feet,
a width of eight inches and a thIckness of two inches. The
unaltered spodumene, of a fine amethystine color, made op
about one-fourth of the whole, extending rather regularly
through the middle of the crystal. Unfortunately, the spodumene was much rifted and fractured, 80 that its former transparency had, for the most part, disappeared. The exterior of
. the crystal consisted principally of fJ spodumene, witb small
quantities of cymatohte and albite. Another altered crystal
was measured while imbedded in the quartz, of which a length
of over four feet was exposed. It is not possible to extract
these crystals entire, but many fragments have been obtained
which have a width of over a foot across the prism and a
thickness of two to four inches. In habit the crystals are
much like those from Norwich, Maasachusetts. They are
generally broad or fiat, through the development of the orthopinaooid, and comparatively thin; not unfrequently they are
well terminated. Occasional stout crystals, havinp; a I!1quare
prismatic form, much like pyroxene, are also observed.
In the better specimens the spodumene is perfectly transparent, sometimes colorless, and again of a beautiful rose-pink
or amethystine-purple color. It shows the prismatic cleavage
with unusual perfection, and that of the clinopinacoid irregu-

* Figures 1 to 14 inclusive are to be found on the accompanying Plate) the
other figures (16-20) are in the text.
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larly_ The an~le of the prismatic cleavage-viz., 87 0 18'was obtained wIth great exactness.
Ohemical CO'mpositioo.-An analysis of the transparent pink
spodumene was made by Mr. S. L. Penfield with the following
results. Specific gravity =8-198_
I.

II.

SiO,
AIIO.

64-Si

64:-] 8

84-25

2'1·14

2'1·26

FetO.

0·18
"·64
0·89
tr

0·22
"·1i9
0-99

2'1-20
0·20
"·62
0·39

0·24

0·24

fir
0"24

99·91

99·88

99·90

LitO
N..O
KtO
Ignition

tr

lleaD.

·262
·001
"264

!

-006

HaUo.

1"0'11

4:

·268

-98

·260

"9'1

The ratio of Li,O: AI,O. : SiO, = 1 : 1 : 4; this corresponds
to the oxygen ratio* of 1: S : 8. The formula is then, neglecting the very small amount of soda,
Li,Alt Si.01,_
This result agrees exactly with that reached by Dmlter in his
investigation of the composition of spodumene,t and with that
of Julien_t It is to be noted, however, that the percentage of
lithia here obtained is higher and that of soda lower than in
any analyses previously published. For example, Doolter
found in the Norwich mineral 71>4 LiIO, 1·10 N8s0 and 0-12
KIO; in that from Brazil 7-09 LitO and 0-98 Na,.O. Julien
obtained in the Goshen ~podumene 6-89 LitO, 0-99 N &.sO, 1-46
K,O; and in that from Chesterfield 6-99 Li,O, 0-50 NasO, and
1·S8 K,O_ Doolter concludes for the Norwich mineral that the
amount of lithia obtained is rather too small than too large,
and attributes the soda present to incipient alteration_ The
correctness of this view seems to be J?roved by the analyses
here published of the Branchville mloeral, which certainly
left nothing to be desired in regard to purity or freedom from
alteration. The great tendency of spodumene to change by
the assumption of potash or soda and loss of lithia will be
made evident by what follows.

B_ ALTERATION OJ' SPODUKENE.
As the result of the alteration of the spodumene, we have
found two substances which at first sight seem to be homogeneous, and each of which has a definite chemical composition, and which, notwithstanding, are only intimate mechanical
mixtures of two species; one of these, called by us Pspodumene, is made up of albite and a new lithia mineral to which
• This ratio was obtained by Brosh trom analyses of the Massachusetts mineral
in 1850. Am. Jour. Sci., II, X, 870.
t TBchermak, Kin. u. Petre llitth., i, 61'1, 18'8.
1 c., p. 926.

*
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we have given the name eucryptite j and the other i8 cymatolite, an aggregate of albite and muscovite. We have also
found the following independent minerals :-albite, microcline,
muscovite, and kiIlinite. The two complex substances and
all of the last named minerals, except the mioa, occur 88 distinct pseudomorphs, having the form of the spodumene. The
mica, taken independently of its constant associate the albite,
plays only a secondary part. In addition there are other pseudomorphs, of composite character, consisting, as Mr. Julien has
well expressed it, U of vein grani tee "
We will first give the physical and chemical characters of
the various minerals (including the two aggregates) taken separately, and then go on to describe more minutely the way In
which they are associated together.
I_

PBoDUO'l'S O. TUB ALTlUUTIOH_

1.

fJ

Bpodum6ne.

The substance which we have, for convenience, called p
spodumene, since we do not regard it as deserving an independent name, seems to mark the first step in the alteration of
the spodumene.
Pky81·cal character8.-It is a compact, apparently homogeneous mineral, having a rather indistinct fibrous to columnar
structure, this being always at right angles to the adjoining
surface of the original mineral. Hardness 6-6 to 6; specific gravity 2-644-2·649. Color white to milk white, and again slightly
greenish-white; translucent. Fusibility =2·25.
Chemical composition.-Analyses ~f three ind~pendent specimens have been made by Mr. S. L. Penfield. Number 1 was
taken from a crystal, part of which consisted of the transparent
pink spodumene. described above, and the outer portion was
this mIneral (similar to fig. 5). The line of demarcation was
perfectly sharp, so that the purity of the material analyzed
cannot be questioned. The results of the analysis are as
follows ~No. 1. G."""".

SiD,.
AltO.
FetO.
LitO
Nata
K,O
Ignition

I-

II_

61'36
26'26

61·4:2

0-24:

0'24:

3-63
8-32

tr

3'69
8-25
tr

0'4:6

0-4:6

0'46

100'26

99-'10

99'98

26''14

Mean.
61'38
26-00
0-24:
3"61
8'29

.

I

Ratto_

"253 }
'002
'120
-134-

f

1-028

4:

'115

'99

-254:

-99

tr
.i

The second portion analyzed was from a fragment of a large
and entirely altered crystal; its dimensions were 9 by 8 by 2i
inches. It consisted mostly of cymntolite, and the p spOOu-
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mene had all the appearance of passing insensibly into it; a
single fragment, across the prism, could be obtained made up
of both minerals, the fibrous structure of the one being continued in the other (similar to fig. Ib). The analysis yielded:1'0.1, Q'-'''',

Mean,

BaUo_

BiO,.
61'46
61-6'1
Al.O. DO' c1etermined 26'66
LitO
3'55
S-44
N&tO
S·15
8-13
K.O
0'15
0'15
Ignition
0-29
0·29

I.

U.

61'51
26'i6
3'50
8·14:
0-16
0'29

11)2i
·258

100-14

100·16

4:
1

'11'1 }
·131
-001

The third portion was part of a smaller and well developed
orystal, having the external prismatic form complete. It consisted in the interior of s~umene, then the ~ spodumene
making up the greater part of the whole, and 11naIly a thin
crust of cymatolite. The specimen analyzed was. as far 88 the
eye could detect, perfectly pure and homogeneous. The color
was greenish-white and it was decidedly translucent.· The

analysis afforded::Mo... G........

L

II_

II....

Ballo_

SiO,

61-'8
26-5'1

61'64
26-69
3-S3
S-16

61-'1
26-63
S'83
8-16

1"018
-259

4:
1

'260

1

~

~

0'21

0-21

100-03

100-M

A.I.O.
Li.O
N..O
K~

Ignition

-128
'132

~

f

Ir the mean analyses of the three groups be compared, it will

!

4

be found that they agree very closely with one another; in
fact the agreement is as close 88 could be expected for three
successive analyses made upon the same material. But, 88
will be seen from what has already been said, the three samples
were entirely independent, being taken from different parts of
the ledge and differing in manner of association; the agreement between them thus becomes very striking_ The ratio
obtained for each
Rto : &to. : SiO, = 1 : 1 : 4:
is the same as that of spodumene, from which it differs only in
this: that one-half of the lithium has been removed and its
place (chemical equivalent) taken by sodium. The formula is

then:-

= Li,Al,Si.O u + Na,Al,Bi4 0 u
or = Li,Al,Si,Oa+ Na,Al,Si.0 1 •

(Lit Na),Al,Bi 4 0 1t

(l)

(2)

It is shown below that the formula given in (2) is the correct one.
The facts stated thus far would seem to be sufficient to prove
that the mineral was homogeneous and had a definite composi-
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tion; there are, however, other facts which have an important
bearing upon this point.
It was found by Mr. Penfield that, although the mineral
gelatinizes with acid, it is not entirely decomposed. On the
contrary, it is divided into two portions by the treatment with
hydrochloric acid, viz :-a soluble portion {A), &,lid an insoluble
remainder (B), the latter including also the silica extracted from
the soluble part. The results of three analyses gave
B. Insoluble in HOI, with
8iOI from A.
82·09 = 100·
83-01 = 99-68
82·18
100·09

A. Soluble in HOI.
No_ 1
2

(17·97)
16·60
1"·91

a

=

In the case of No.2, complete analyses of both the soluble and
insoluble portions were made; these were independent of the
total analyses of the same sample already given. The method
of analySIS was, briefly, 88 follows :-A gram of the mineral
was dip;ested with HOI, evaporated to dryness, then moistened
with HOI and a second time evaporated to dryness. After
being again moistened with HOI the soluble portIon, A above,
was filtered off and the alumina and alkalies determined in it
by the usuallnethods. The insoluble portion, which included
the silica extracted from A~ after being weighed, was boiled
with N&sOO. and (in the case of No.8) with a little KOH. By
this means the soluble silica of A was dissolved out and the
insoluble remainder being weighed, the amount of the soluble
silica was determined by t.be difference. Finally, the insoluble part was analyzed in full by the usual methods. The
results of the analyses were as follows:
B. Insoluble in HOI with ailica of A
Insoluble remainder after treatment with soda
16"46
A. Soluble in HCl (16·65), plus silica extracted by soda from B 32"10

The two parts, therefore, into which the original mineral is
divided by hydrochloric acid, are::No.2.

A. Soluble portion
B. Insoluble portion

32·10
67 ·06
99·66

The composition obtained for A was as follows : A. Soltible portion.
SiD,

Al,O.
LitO

K,O

No.2.

15·4:6
13-00
3·50
0'15

Calculated &0 100.

Caloulated from formula.

48·13
40·00
10·90
0·4'1

40·61
11·S8

100·00

100-00

No.1.

4'1-61
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For the above analysis the ratio is, nearly:No. 2

SiO, : AltO. : LlIO
2:

1

:

1

Thia corresponds to the formula, Li,Al,Si,O., the percentage
composition of whioh, given above, agrees well with the
analysis.
The composition obtained for B was:B. If&6olvble porlioA.
No.1.

Oalc1llated to 100.
No.1.

46·06
13·68
1·94

20·01

6'1·56

100·00

OAlculated. &om 'ormaJa.

88·18

11·'6
lOO·OO

'rbe ratio caloulated from the preceding analysis is:No.2

SiO, : AltO. : N&,O
6·
1·0'1
1·00

This· ratio is very closely that of albite, viz: 6: 1 : 1, so that
'he formula for the insoluble portion is Na,Al,Si.O... "
An analysis was also made of sample No.8, but the separation was a little less complete than of 'No.2; the first digestion in acid left behind a very little of the soluble mineral, as
shown by the presence of lithia in B, and then in the subsequent treatment of the insoluble part (in which also KOH was
employed) there seemed to have been a slight decomposition of
the albite. The results, although for the reason ~ven hardly
worth putting on record, were satisfactory in tbl8, that they
confirmed those of No.2.
The point thus far established may be stated as follows:
A chemical examination proves that the substance, called
provisionally ~ spodumene, is not a distinct species, but only
a very uniform mixture of two minerals; one of these,. callea
by us eucryptite, dissolves with gelatinization in hydrochloric
acid, and has the composition, Li,AI,Si,O.; the other, not
attacked by acid, is alhitt, NawAl,Si.01.. The true expression of the chemical composition of the substance is, therefore,
seen to be that (2) given above. That the mixture is truly
mechanical, and not a molecular one broken up by the acid
(if that were possible), is proved by this significant fact: the
insoluble resiaue (B above), left after the digestion in sodium
carbonate, was in one case examine4_under the microscope, and
found to be crystalline, and to have ~"J tne'WHar semi-fibrous
structure belonging to the pseudomorpholl,,<>qt a ft8 described
below.
The microscopic examination of thin sections of p spodumene confirms the results reached from ~he chemical side as to

pp
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the complex OIiLure of the 8uh8t&nce, and giv~ in additioD, a
very satllrlactory detennination of the crv8tAtliDCl character of
the new lithia mineral. A series of tbrn sections were pre·
pared, some paral1el to the fibrous structure, tbat is at ngbt.
angles to the original mineral (8podumene~ snd others uaD8'
verse to tbe fibel'll and consequently parallel to the original
prism. Tbe sections pArallel to the fibers, when examined
under the microscope, seemed at first sight to give DO proof of
want of homogeneity. The fibers., seemingly of rounded fonn,
llnd tbough in general parallel yet quite wavr in outline, are
packed so closely together that the question a tbeJ'reeence or
absence of any substance. between the fibere an encl08ing
tbem could not be answered; the whole gave the effect of
aggrega.te polarization, The above statement is true for the
greater portion of each of the slides-the reeult tbUB far was
negative.
Occasional irrcgularitie8, however, in the, usuaJl.r parallel
fibrous structure, which may not inaptly be compared 10 appear·
ance to the grain of wood·Bber in the neighborhood of 8 kno~
88 seen in a smooth board, gave better re8ulte.
The fibers in
such cases are much ~urved and irregular in outline, and 80
separated from one another tbat they atfl seen to be merely
enclosures in a surrounding matrix. In otherca.see, thie eocI08ing material forms open spots, where the IItructure (in polarized
light/ is found to be tbat of ordinary albite, and into tbis the
need e·like fibers of the otb~r mineral project (tbis is illustrated
in fig. 16, a = albite). Still again, on the edgee of the aect.ions
16,

16,

7rl'rlr'

"'7'

a

where a degree of thi"n"·.'l im~ible for the whole slide is
sometimes 8··~;rltil.i:' .', .sr satisfactory result is reached. The
fibers in sue'. !6'~~':.' .. distinctly seeD, independently of each
other nnd of 'ule enclosing albite. They are genernlly nearly
strai~ht and parallel, but not infrequently tho sbape is more or
less Irregular; b'raoching forme recalliog some kind of coralline

(
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structure are common. The latter fonna are shown in fig. 16;
tbe fibers here are much more irregular and coarser than is geo
erallr una (Compare also fig. 19.) The fibers are apparently
rounded hut the outlines are usually indi8tinc~ and tbe fonn
oan be made out only by repeat.edly ohanging the focue of tbe
microsoope. The explanation of all these irregularities in outline is given by the result obtained on examining the sections
eut tranaveme to the fibers. Several additional fact8 were
brought out in the stud, of the aeoi;ioDB now described. It was
found tbat, when exammed between crossed Nicols, the extinction of tbe light took place paralbJl tQ tbe length of the fibers;
moreover, the fibers have not infrequently a transverse fracture,
probably indicating cleavage. The form of tbe terminations of
the needles could not be cenainlv observed. In cases like
tbO£le above d6llCribed (fig. 16), t.he extremities soom to be
givon entire, but no abeolllte asser\ion can be made in ~
to them. In many cases, probably the majority, they taper out
gradually to a fine point, while in others 'hey seem to be ter·
minated by a low pyramid.
The examination of ,he other
of section&, cut acroas the
HooTS, was even more satisfactory and conclnaive. The appearance in polarized light, 88 tbe plate is revolved on the stage of
the microscope, is at once striklDg and beautiful. The section
as a whole is divided into irregular patches (albite), changing
from dark to light and the reverse wi,h tbe revolution, giving
the whole a strangely monIed look. Distributed closely and

Be'

•

11.

18.

uniformly tbrough this matrix are Been also minute areas of another substance, sometimes curved but generally bent at an angle
of 60° or 1200 ; they are unchanged by the revolution between
the crossed Nicols. The eft'ect will be best appreciated from
the accompanying sketches (figs. 17, 18). When a high power
is employed (8I1Y 600 diam.) and tbe atlention iH confined to a
small portion at once, it is seen that these narrow bands, which
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in a cursory glance under a low power seem to be q.uite irregular in form, are, on the contrary, approximately In parallel
position. The solid portions are triangular or hexagonal in
outline, and the bands are bent at angles of dO° and 120°,
sometimes so as to form complete rings ;-they are all more or
less rounded. In short, the structure is that of the most regular pegmatite or "graphic granite," and the explanation is the
same. These regular forms, like those of the q oanz in the
feldspar in the other case, are due to the restricted crystalliza.
tion In the albite of the new mineral in question. They mark
the mineral as belonging to the hexagonal system, and the
resul t of the optical examination both parallel and transverse
to the fibers confirms this conclusion_
Taking the section as a whole, there are portioDs in which
the directions of the new mineral are quite irregular, but for ,the
greater part there is an obvious tendency toward regularity,
sometimes leading to most perfect forms. As would be expected, the axial directions (60°) change at small distances, 80
that a given set of directions belongs only to a limited area;
this is obviously determined by the enclosin~ albite.
We are now able to connect the results of the microscopic
examination with those of the earlier chemical investigation.
The enclosing material in which the fibers lie is the a.lbite;
this is proved indeed by what has been stated, and lDoreover
by the fact that it, whenever distinctly separate, has the same
structure as in undoubted cases of the same pseudomorphous
material; it is also shown by the examination ~r the insoluble portion alluded to before, for in this the fibers have 'been
removed and the matrix left unattaeked_ The enclosed mineral is that which with the albite makes up the ~ spodumene,
having the composition Li,AI,Si,O._
In view of the fact that this lithia-bearing mineral 18 thoroughly defined, as well crystallographically as chemically, and
considering, moreover, the important part it plays in tne history of the spodumene, we feel obliged to give It a distinctive
name_ We call it eucrypti~, from well, and zptm'C'" concealed.
EUCRYPTITE crystallizes in the hexagonal system, with probably basal cleavage. Its specific gravity, calculated from that
of P spodumene, 2-647 and that of the pseudomorphous
albite 2-687, is 2-667. It gelatinizes with hydrochloric acid
and fuses easily_ It is a unisilicate, and its chemical composition is expressed by the formula Li.Al,Si,O.=silica 47-51,
alumina 40-61, lithia 11-88= 100-00_ Its mineralogical relations
are not very certain; still, in form, and essentially in composition, it is analogous to nephelite. It also might be viewed
as a lithia-anorthite, it having the same ratio as anorthite;
though it is different crystallographically. On the
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hand, the foot that it ohanges so readily into muscovite, and
bas the same ratio as the normal varieties of that species,
might, seem to place it near it; but it certainly has no micaceous structure. The true lithia mica (lepidolite) bas a very
different composition.
OymatoliU.
The name cymatolite was given in 1867 bI Prof. Shepard to
. a mineral found at Gosben and Norwich, M:888., a result of
the decomposition of spodumene. The anal,sis f·ven by him
left; the composition of the supposed new mlnera in question,
and this doubt was not removed by a subsequent analysis by
Mr. B. S. Burton. Mr. Julien gives in his paper several analyses of cymatolite which agree well together and which correspond to a simple chemical formula. In our earlier investigatIons we assumed it to be an established point that the species
was a good one and had a definite composition. This assumption was confirmed by two closely agreeing analyses (given below) made upon the Branchville material. Further study,
however, which was made necessary by the results reached in
the case of Pspodumene-for the 01matolite is directly derived
from the ~ sPodumene-has convInced us that the supposed
species is only a remarkably uniform and intimate mechanical
mizture of mU8CO'tJifIJ and albite. We shall, however, throughout this paper retain the name cymatolite as a convenient way
of designating this interesting compound substance, and shall
describe it first as if it were a true species.
The physical characters of the cymatolite of Branchville
are as follows :-It bas a distinct fibrous structure, sometimes
straight but more generally wavy. It is also at times confusedly fibrous and again scaly. The specific ~ravity 2-6922·699. The color is generally white, but it ]8 often slightly
discolored and occasionally it bas a faint pink hue_
As has been stated on p. 258, the crystals of spodumene,
which have been altered. to cymatolite, are numerous and often
very large. The way in which the fibrous structure is developeQ is seen in fig. 2, which is a section across the prism. It
is usually true, 88 seen here, that the direction of the fibers at
the edge is at right angles to the bounding surface. In the
interior the structore is more irregular and the fibers interlace
in an intricate manner, giving sometimes a feather-like appearance. Usually all trace of the original prismatic structure and
cleavage of the spodumene has disappeared. In rare cases,
however, in the interior of a crystal this longitudinal structure
is still apparent, although the direction of the fibers remains
transverse. (Compare also other figures in the Plate, in which
c cymatolite.)
2.

=

=
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Two analyses of cymatolite have been made by Mr. Penfield.
Number 1 was made from a portion of an entirely altered
crystal; it was perfectly white and apparently free from any
impurities. The results are as follows : No. I, 9.-1-..

SiO,
AltO.
CaO
Na,O
KtO
H,O

L

II.

Ill.

59'38
26'67
0'62

"·66
3'63

7·'0
3·49

2-01

Kean.

BaUo.

69'38
26'6'
0'62
"·68
3·61
2'01

·989
·259

"
1·05

99'8'

The second analysis was made on the pure mineral associated
on the same crystal, which afforded sample 2 of p spodumene.
The results afforded are, as follows :No.2, 0.-2-..

I.

11.

MeaD.

RaUo.

BiO,

60·61
26·3'1
0·08
8·08
3'33
0'1'
1-65

60-49
26·39
0'06
8'16
3'36
0'1'1
1'66

60'55
28·38
0·01
8·12
3-34
0-1'
1'86

1'009
'266

100·29

100'28

100'28

AltO.
KnO
Na,O
K,O

LiIO
H,O

4:
1'016

'131}
'035
-006
·091

The agreement between these two analyses is as close as
could be expected; the ratio obtained from No.2 is nearly
I

&.0: AlIO. : SiO,

= 1 : 1 : 4.

This is the same ratio as that obtained for spodumene and'
spodumene. The formula is therefore
(Na, K, H),AIIBitOu=(K, H)IAl,Si,08 + N&tAltSi.O u

Since the cymatolite is certainly derived from the fJ spodumene, while the latter substance has been proved to be a mix..
ture of albite and what-as was shown-has the composition
of a lithia muscovite, the fact that the formula of cymatolite can
be written as a compound of one molecule mUBcovite and one
molecule alht"te is significant_ Were no other facts at hand the
conclusion that cymatolite also must be a mechanical mixture
could hardly be questioned. The facts, however, are in themselves sufficient to prove this, independent of any other consid·
erations. It may be mentioned that the chemical method of
attacking the problem, emplo.Yed in the case of the fJ spodu..
mene, is not here applicable, since the muscovite is not decomposed by hydrochloric acid. A preliminary examination 'was
made with sulphuric acid, which resulted in showing that the
cymatolite was attacked by it, as was the mica of the locality,
while the albite was barely so. This method was, however,
not carried further, for the microscope gave all the solution
that could be desired.
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A considerable number of sections of cymatolite, both in its
purest normal varieties, and in its transition forms from Pspadumene on the one hand and to albite on the other, were exam·
ined. The result not only proved the fact of the mixture of
muscovite and albite, but also gave the explanation for the
remarkable uniformity of the analyses, for in most cases the
mixture is in the highest degree intimate. A section of cyma·
oolite like that represented in fig. Ie (Plate), when examined in
polarized light, is found to consist of long, slender, somewhat
curved fibers, giving very brilliant colors and showing the
characteristic stracture of mica, and between them grayish
portioDs of albite. In some cases the fibers of mica are 80
close together: that the albite is invisible, but in others they
spread out divergent and then the background of the other
mineral is olearly seen. Still again, the mica needles are few
and run out in brilliant lines over a broad surface of albite.
The sections increase in beauty with the. irregulari~J of the
structure of the cymatolit.e. For example, two sections were
made from the crystal repl'a~nted in fig. 2 (Plate). One of
these was,.like the figure, transverse, and the other was vertical,
and showed something of tbe prismatic structure of the original
spodumene. All the details of the structure came out most
clearly in the sections in polarized light. The feather-like
structure was particularly distinct and beautiful: a deeply
colored rib of mioa, and from this diverging regularly on both
sides the narrow fibers of the same mineral, the albite between
them becoming more and more distinct as 'heir distance
apart increased. Other sections were examined of the scaly
varieties of cymakllite, where the mica scales were parallel
to the surface. In these the albite had the mottled appearance in polarized light, mentioned under p spodumene, and
the ,mica was scattered very uniformly as brilliantly colored
scales through it. Other sections transverse to the fibers, in
the distinctly fibrous kinds, Kave somewhat different effects.
Many demils could be added, but enough has been said to
make the character of the observations apparent on which the
'statement as to the compound nature of cymatolite is based.
The mica and albite are always distinct from one another. In
'some cases th~ both appear in larger masses having segregated tngether in the process of alteration. More is said about
this later.
.
The only foreign mineral observed in the slides was one
which occurs in hexagonal prisms, and can hardly be anything
"but apatite, as it agrees optically and crystallographically with
that species. It is seen scattered through the cymatolite sometimes rather ahundnntl.y, occnsionall.y nlso in the p spo~umcne,
it ie, however, not f<?r a moment to be confounded with eucryp-
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tite. The preeel'l06 of apatite would explain the lime found in
analysis 1 of cymatolite.
Certain of tbe sections which sbow tbe transition from P
spOO.umene to cymatolite are mOlt interesting and instructive.
While in much of the cymatolite there aeema to have been a
tendency to the partial &eparation of tbe mica and albite. there
&re other specimens in whicb tbe two are a8 intimately mixed
as the euoryptite and albite in tbe fJ apodumene. In cuee like
tboee last named, tbe atructare of the cymatolite is eXACtly tbat
of the {j spodumene, only that the rounded fibera of eacryptite
have boon replaced by tbe thin elongated acalee of mica, pro...·
ing tbat tbe one baa been formed from tbe otber. In Itill
otber ca&Elll we may pase on tbe same slide from nonnal cymatolite on the one SIde to normal {j spodumene on the other.
Between them ill a zone wbere the two subetanoee shade off in·
to one anotber, in otber worda where the ehan~e of the eocryptits is only partial. This will be underatood from fig. 19. As
19
here .eeen, 80me or the Aben are
rJrn,,--ii"-'-Z"",",rnl apparently unchanRed, while othera are partly altered, the last
oontaining m&Dy minute ecaJ.68 of
mica, often packed closely togeth·
er. Theee BlDall BC&1ee are irregularly sitnated, often ACl'08lI the
original fiber of eucryptite: tbe
direction can always be obee"ed
both by the cleavage line and too
,
~
(I bi the direction of the extinction

.

I

•

!

~

~

~~"
rlli~'

; 'I

LI

I

0
,b. l;gb' be'weeo croesed
01&
Where the process baa

N;c-

been
•. - I
completed, bowever, ..he ecale of
mica is geuerally parallel to tbe line of tbe original eucrypt.ite.
The eocryptite fibers along this intermediate zone, even wben
mica ecales are not visible, have generally lost tbeir smoothness
of outline, and sometimes have separated into lines of minnte,
irregular, transparent RrBnuJe&
The t.ransition of P spodumene into c,-ma\Olite can also often
be seen by the unaided eye, along tbe hoe of contact.. In such
CB8e8 the silvery lin68 of mica, though the 8C&168 are too minute
\0 be distinguished, can be seen shooting up il!to the oompaot
, spodumene.
8• ..A.lhiU.
The albice, which OOCUT1I psendomorphous after spodnmeoe,
appeAl"l!' in several rather distinct varieties. It is sometimes
finely granular, showing no crystalline structure. Again it. hfUI a
fibrous structure, similar to that of p spodumene and cyma·
tolit.e, tbe 6bere transverse to the prism. Still again it is
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found forming parts of altered cf.ystals, in which it has the
curved and wavy laminated structure which is characteristic
of the mineral that makes up 80 large a part of the vein; it
also appears as rosettes implanted on the surfaces of many
crystals, evidently owing its origin in such cases to the alteration.
An analysis of the fibrous variety of the species afforded Mr.
Penfield the following results:G.-I-IS'J.

I.

11.

KeaD.

KgO

61·61
20·0'
·16

N..O

11-~1

6'1"59
20·11
·14:
11·66

BiOI

AltO.
KIO

Ignition

"II
·14

-14

61"60
20 ·09
·If)
11·69
.11
-14:

99-80

99-'6

99·18

-II

Ratio.

1·12'
1-195
-004 }
-188 "193
-001

61"03
1-02

This analysis corresponds closely to the formula NatAl.Si.O••,
or that of albite.
The occurrence of albi~ pseudomorphs after spodumene is
mentioned by Mr. Julien,. but among the Massachusetts specimens they Beem to playa comparatively unimportant part.
Mr. Julien speaks of the albite as mixed with a little muscovite
and quartz, and states that these pseudomorphs are "a mere
variety" of the coarse agglomerates of quartz, feldspar and
mica, which he calls pseudomorphs of Ve1,n granite.
At the Branchville locality the albite as an independent
mineral occupies a more common and perhaps more interesting
place among the products of the alteration of the original
spodumene.
The fibrous albite, of which the above analysis was made,
formed the whole of a perfectly distinct crystal. A section
was made of it and examined microscopically. It was found
to be essentially pure, with only traces of mica (note the potash
in the analysis). The structure was rather indistinctly fibrous
and it was most interestin~ to note that its appearance was
very closely that of the albIte with the mica in cymatolite, as
too with eucryptite in Pspodumene. A number of the groups
of fibers were found to consist of two l>arts optically, and the
angle between the extinction of tbe light for them was from
10°-11°. As this is the angle for albite twins examined parallel
to the basal plane, the agreement can hardly be accidenta~ and
is a point of some interest.
A number of other sections of what we have called albite
were also examined. The result proves that pure albite is
rather rare, and that most of the granular albite in the crystals
contains a considerable quantity of mica, and bellee verges
toward cymatolite. This qualification is to be remembered in
examining the plate. In many cases the albite is found to be
in broad plates characteri~tically twinned, and with them are
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found ec&les of mica, large too
msl cymatolite.

&8

compared with those in DOr·

._M~

AB a distinct mineral, independent of itB usual associate the
albite, the potash-mie&, muscovite, plays an nnimportant part
among the spodumene pseudomorphs at Bra.nchville. It occurs very commonly in tbin 8C&les coating fracture-surfaces in
the interior of the altered crystals. It is &180 found in sman
segregated masses, or as scattered platee imbedded in the mass
of the crystal itAelf. It OOOUI"8 in this way more particularly
in the complex pseudomorphs where the feldspat8 (albite and
microcline) are also present in distinct masses. ItB presence
ia indicated in figs. 6 and 8 (Plate, g=mica). This mica is
commonly of a light greenish-yellow color and has & greasy
luster; in some caaes though more rarely it is p'ink in oolor,
but is not a lithia-mica. It wa.e not. found p061llble to obtain
enougb pure material for an analysis.
The oocurrence of tbe mica witb the albite, forming the
cymatolite, ba.e already been described under that h8fl,d. The
ana.lYIIe8 of the cymatolite show that the mica has the formnla
of normal musoovite, viz: (K, H).AIISi.O.. Taking the ratio
of KIO: H.O=l : 8, correapondiDg approximately to analysis 2,
the calculated composition of this mU800vite is:SIO,
AIIO.
K,O

a.o

t6'23

n'n
9'S6

$'20
100'00

The complex nat.ure of cymatolite havin~ once been established, it is CAlly to find many specimens m which t.he mica
20.
and albite are 90 distinct that their inde.-"'~~ pendent existence can be proved by the
unaided eye.
The occurrence of albite
containing small quantities of mica hilS
been mentioned. Conversely, we find specimens in which t.he mica is more or le8l!l
completelyseparat.ed from the albite. Fig.
20 shows a part of & section across a crystal, with the nucleus of spodumene (Il, then
p s{lOdumene (1), next cymatolite (c) gradul\tmg into pure and soft silvery mica (g).
'-"'''-<.>J and finally a COAting of albite (a). Snch fl
.
case shows tbe extent to which the I18gregation of the constituents of the cymatolite can go 00.
In the MassachUgetts specimens, the mica, &8 an independent
m;neml, ill, according to Mr. Julien, much more abundant
We qnote, on a following page, a remark of his aD this poinl.
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&. Microcline.

A second potash mineral, arising from the alteration of the
spodumene, is a potash feldspar having the composition and
optical character of microcline. This is a much rarer occurrence
toan that of the albite pseudomorphs. The microcline, where
it occurs alone, which is seldom, bas a fine granular structure,
showing no cleav~e whatever. The color is yellow, and under
the microscope it IS resolved into independent grains baving
the characteristic appearance of microcline in polarized light.
In the best specimen observed, the crystalline planes, both
nrismatic and terminal, are perfectly distinct, but nothing was
left of the original mineral This pseudomorph consisted, for
the most part, of the potash feldsJl&r, but a small portion of
one side was soda feldspar (or albIte). The relation of these
two minerals is shown In fi~. 10, a case in which the albite is
present in much larger quantities than in that described, it makIng__ up about half the crystal.
The composition of the yellow granular feldspar is shown
by the followinK analysis by Mr. Penfield:•
G.-21MB.

SiO,
AItO,

I.

II.

64'56
19'70

Mean.
64'56
19'70

Ratto.

1·0'6 S·191 1-07

,..--

KtO
N&tO
Ignition

16'66
0'53
0'12

16·69
0·64
0'12

15'62
0'68
0'12

0166
'010

1

°n6

·98

100'5'

It will be seen that the above analysis corres.£onds very closely
with the normal composition of microcline, KsAI,Si.O...
~res Sand 4 show further the manner in which the
potash feldspar is contained in the interior of the soda feldspar, both forming part of perfectly distinct pseudomorphous
crystals of spodumene. In addition to this method of occurrence, the mlcroolioe is also observed in broad cleavage plates
forming sometimes almost entire crystals of the original mineral.
Here, too, it is commonly associated with albite, as shown in
'lip. 11 and 18. One most interesting and significant fact in
connection with th~8 is that the separate fragments of microcline scattered through a single crystal at different points,
though sometimes several inches apart, are uniformly in parallel poIition. The angles of the cleavages of the microcline
differ in different specimens, so that their position seems to
have no definite relation to the axes of the spodumene crystals.
It is worth while to call attention bere to the fact that the
potash feldspar, microcline, occurs in very large quantities at
tbislocality. Several hundreds of tons have already been taken
out by the MeB8rs. Smith for use in making porcelain. The
A.M. JOUB. SOI.-TlnBD S.BIBB, VOL. XX, No. 118.-o0T., 1880.
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feldspar is obtained in cleavage masses as large &8 can be handled, and nearly pure; a single continuous cleavage surface
ten/ett'long QaB been observed in the ledge.
6. IrUliniU.
Killinite is a hydrous silicate of aluminum and potassium
ordinarily included among the pinite group of mine~als. It
was first described from Killiney Bay, Ireland, and a series
of analyses is published in the Mineralogy of Greg and Lettsom.
It was described 88 occurring in granite 8880Ciated with s~u.
mene, and bas its cleavage. The same mineral is described
by Mr. Julien as occurring at Chesterfield, Mass. Our results,
which we ~ve here, are for the most part identical with his.
The killinite from Branchville is sometimes compact and
structureIess, but more generally it has an indistinct fibrous
structure parallel to the prism of the original mineral. Many
specimens show distinctly the cleavages of the original spodumene. The color ranges through various shades of green, from
ligh' bluish-green to oil-green and dark grass-greeD.
Two analyses, on independent material, have been made for
us; the first, number 1, is by Mr. S. L. Penfield, of tbe prismatic variety; and the other, number 2, is by Mr. F. P. Dewey,
of the compaqt variety.
810.

Al.O.

Fe,0,

FeO

)(nO

OaO

No.1.

No.2.

48·93
34·'12
0·54
0·38
0·64

53·"
32·86
0·'19

0·4:2
0·'2

0·1'1
'·68

K.O
NasO
Li.O
H.O

0·"

0·04
'·0'1

100·19

100·16

The two analyses show a rather wide variation in composition
between the material analyzed in the two aases. If, moreover,
the analyses referred to above as published by Greg and
Lettsom be compared together, and with that of Mr. Julien
from Chesterfield Hollow and those bere gi~en, it will be 'seen
that they vary between quite wide limits. It cannot be doubted,
however, that essentially the same material was under examination in the several cases, and that the difference noted is probably due to a want of homogeneity.
'
Killinite gives water in the closed tube. B. B. glows and
fuses at about 6 to a white enamel. Not decomposed by
hydrochloric acid.
.
Several sections of killinite were examined in the microscope. The parallel fibrous structure is there clearly seen and
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in addition there appear to be scales inclined at equal angles in
opposite directions on either side of each parallel line.· They
exert a considerable action on polarized light. Most of the
specimens are of so fine a texture as not to allow of satisfactory
resolution. One section, however, which was somewhat coarser,
seems to offer an explanation. This one appeared to consist
mostly of minute scales having all the appearance of mica.
These scales were strikingly similar to those of unquestioned
character formed from the alteration of eucryptite and illustrated by fig. 19. There seems to be but little doubt that this
is the true resolution of the mineral. In addition to these
scales, there are smail portions which do not polarize light,
which may be amorphous silica, and occasional other particles
less easily defined.
The idea of a relation, between the minerals of the pinite
group and those potash micas which yield water on analysis, is
not a new one, but was lo~ since advanced. It is recognized
~y Professor J. D. Dana, in the 5th edition of his System of
Mineralogy (1868), p. 447.
If analysis 1 of killinite be compared with the composition of
muscovite on p. 272, and also with the analyses of muscovite in
Dana's Mineralogy, 5th edition, the correspondence will be at
once recognized. The variation of analysis 2 of killinite
would be explained by supposing the presence of several per
cent of free silica; the correspondence would then be quite
close. Moreover, the observations with the microscope have
already independently led to the suggestion of the probable
presence of amorphous silica. In view of the part played by
mica in the alteration of the spodumene the suggestion here
made certainly seems plausible, althou~h the want of .Pt'rfect
homogeneity in the killinite makes it Impossible to gIve it a

definite formula.
I

!

..

'1. P,eudom,orplul of V Bin-granite.
We employ the same term, as Mr. Julien, to describe certain
.pseudomorphous crystals of spodumene, which consist of a
more or less coarse agglomeration of feldspar (albite and
microcline), and mica. In such cases, which seem to be rarer
at Branchville than at Chesterfield, the constituent minerals
are well developed and have the same character as in the vein
as a whole. The feldspar, for example, is not granuldr and
without apparent cleavage, as is generally true of the special
cases before described, but occurs in rather broad cleavage
fragments. The surfaces of these crystals are very rough,
often covered with rosettes of albite, and yet the general form
of the original spodumene can always be distinctly seen. It is .
to be noted that quartz is almost entirely absent In these com-
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plex pseudomor~hs, in which they differ essentially· from the
Chesterfield specImens.
II.

RBLA.'l'ION III XEmOD OJ' OCOURBBllOB BBTWBEN TUB VARIOUS JIIJ1'ERA..L8
PBODUOJID BY TUB ATll'ERATION 01' TIIB BPODUJlBD.

The individual characters of the several minerals produced
from the change of the spodumene have already been given,
and something has been said as to their mutual relations; it
seems best, however, to add a few more general remarks as to
their method of occurrence.
Spodumene and {1 8podumene.-1.'he way in which these
two minerals occur together will be better understood from
fig. 5. As indicated in this case, the alteration product, fJ
spodumene, forms a more or less thick crust about the original
mineral, and also penetrates in bands which follow the directions of the cleavage surfaces, and which are sometimes mere
lines and again have considerable thickness.. It is worthy of
note, that in all cases the line of separation between the two is
perfectly distinct, and the spodumene 80 associated seldom
shows at most more than a trace of alteration. The direction
of the fibers is, as stated, transverse to the neighboring surface
of spodumene in each case, though in some cases it is 80 compact as to show little structure.
In one very interesting case the crystal consisted in part
of fJ spodumene and in part of the original mineral, but the
latter though unchanged in other respects had already taken
the transverse structure of the former, and the longitudinal
prismatic structure was nearly obliterated. This must evidently
be an early step in the process of change.
~ 8podumene and Ogmatolite.-Many crystals and fragments
of crystals which do not show a trace of spodumene exhibit
these two minerals in ""ery distinct relations. The aspect of
them is such as to leave no doubt that the first passes gradually into the other, the blades of cymatolite ~nterlacing with
the less distinct fibers of P spodumene wherever the two
come in contact (see fig. 16). The appearance, however, is
always that of two distinct substances, even when the line of
union 18 examined under the microscope. It is consequently
necessary to conclude that while the alteration went on gradually there was chemically an abrupt· change from the one
substance to th~ other. As already remarked, the analysis 2
of {1 spodumene was made of a portion, which, though apparently
pure, immediately adjoined the cymatolite, and the result is
Identical with the others, where the idea of a regular gradation
could not be suggested. Many of the large crystals of cyma. oolite, when examined carefully, show a trace of the other
mineral, and we are forced to believe that at least for this
locality it always preceded it.
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Spod'Urnene, p 8podumene and Oymatolite.-It only remains to
speak of the cases in which all three of the minerals named
occur together in the same crystal. Many instances ('ould be
given, but it will be sufficient to describe a single striking
case. In figs. la, Ib, Ie, there are represented three sections
across the same crystal. This crystal had a length of 15
inches, a width of 41-, and was 1 inch in thickness; it w~ well
terminated at one extremity. The sections, taken in order
from the terminated end down, divide the crystal into three
approximately equal parts. No.1 (fig. la) shows the fJ spodumene (fi) forming the mass of the crystal, with original 8~
umene (8) as a band on the lower surface, and the oymatolite (c)
as a thin coating more or less continuous around the whole.
No.2. (fig. 1b) shows no spodumene, but the {j spodumene
forms the greater part, though the cymatolite has increased
much beyond the first sectioD. No. S (fig. Ie) shows only the
cymatolite.
Figure 5, referred to above, shows all the three minerals,
though the cymatolite is only sparingly present, and that on
the edges. In figures 8 and 14 the spoatimene forms a few
points and small isolated portions haVIng surfaces parallel to
the cleavage. It is surrounded by {1 spodumene and cymatolite, the latter radiating out from the centers of spodumene.
Crystals, in which only spodumene and oymatolite are present,
are rare. In fig. 14 a single narrow band is spown which is
still'sJ?Odumene, while all the rest is changed to cymatolite
and albIte.
Albite and Oymatolite.-The albite, as has already been
remarked, is a common mineral among these pseudomorphs.
In some cases it makes up almost the entire crystal, and again
it is present only in small isolated portions. The commonest
form 18 that which is very finely granular, although the fibrous
form is not rare.
It is to be remembered, however, that
bet.ween the normal cymatolite (1 mol. albite + 1 mol. muscovite} and the pure albite on the one hand, and the pure muscovite on the other, there are many gradations.
Figure S is a vertical section of a portion of a crystal, the
exterior of which is fibrous cymatolite (c), and ,the interior
granular albite (a) with some bands of microcline (m). Fig. 7
is a section across a large crystal in which the two minerals
are similarly disposed. Fig. 10 shows the albite and microcline,
as also 11 and 18. Figs. 6, 8, 12, 14 show the way in which
the granular albite is intermixed with the other species which
have b~n mentioned. In still other cases, the albite is in
broad curved plates, which would seem to have nothing of
a pseudomorphous character except that the outlines of the
spodumene crystals, of which they form a greater or less part,
are still distinct.
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Occurrence of Kill.,:ni~ and Ogmatolite.-In many of the massive
specimens, the spodumene is changed in part to killinite and in
part to cymatollte, the two minerals being intimately 888OCiated with each other. This association is illustrated by fig. 9,
in which c is the fibrous oymatolite and lc the killinite. The
latter makes up the mass of the specimen, and ,the cymatolite,
with its usual transverse fibrous structure, is in thin bands
following nearly the original cleavage lines.
It is the confusedly massive variety of the spodumene which
has furnished nearly all of the killinite. In the distinct crystals
it rarely appears, though here it is sometimes seen, as indicated
by fig. 12, as·a more or less irregular surface covering.
Ill. G.nTlO
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PBODUOTS OJ' ITS ALTBRATION.

The general chanlcter of the process of alteration, by which
the spodumene was changed into the various products already
described, was, in a word, as follows :-it consisted essentially
in the substitution of sodium and potassium for the original
alkali lithium. Tl:te interesting facts, that have been detailed.
in regard to the compound nature of the substances called
p spodumene and cymatolite, taken in connection with the
occurrence of the two feldspars and the muscovite, make the
whole process tolerably clear and simple. The fact that two
molecules of spodumene would, with a change in alkalies,
yield one molecule of muscovite and one of albite, was clearly
brought out by Mr. Julien; and he uses it to explai~ the
occurrence of the complex pseudomorphs consisting of distinct
individuals of albite and muscovite. The study of the 8~i·
mens from Branchville enables us to extend and complete this
explanation.
The relations of the various minerals involved in the change
are presented in the following table, showing what may be
derived from the spodumene, assuming the change in alkalies
to take place.
2 rLi,Al,Bi.O l l] = I"Li.Al,SitO e + Ns,.A.l,Si,Ou], fJ Spodumene.
(1)
Spodumene.

=

Rucryptit.e.
Albite.
[(~ H>tAl,Bi,O. + Na,Al,Bi,Ou], Oymatolit.e.
Muaoovite.
Albite.

=(K, Muscovite.
H),AI,Si,Oe + j N&,AltBi,?.., Alb~te..
l or K•.A.l,Bl,O.e, Mlcroc1ine.

(2)

(8)

The first step in the process of alteration was the formation
-of the' spodumene, by the substitution of sodium for one-half
the lithium and the breaking up of the original Bpodumene, 80
as to form equal parts molecularly of albitA and the new mineral
which we have called eucryptits. The true nature of this second mineral has already been detailed. It would ~eem to be a
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oomparatively unstable compound, since it changes so readily
to muscovite.
The second ate}! in the alteration was the formation of "ymatolite out of P spodumene; this change consisting in the substitution of potassium (and hydrogen) for the remaining equivalent of lithium in eucryptite, and the consequent formation of
muscovite. The result is a compound, in egual molecular
proportions, of muscovite and alhite. It is certainly most striking
that this com~uDd substance, as derived from different localities, should be of 80 uniform chemical oharacter. The
explanation for this is to be found in the nature of the chemical
process by which the alteration was brought about, the reaction
going on uniformly through the mass, without, in the majority
.of cases, any distinct segregation of the two constituents formed.
The change to , spodumene must have been produced by the
action of a soda solution, and the subsequent change to cymatolite by that of a solution containing potash.
We have now to speak of the pseudomorphs in which the
resulting minerals, mica and feldspar, ap~r in distinct form,
and not as almost irresolvable aggregates. It was first remarked
in regard to the cymatolite that in its uHual varieties the mixture
between the muscovite and albite was an extremely close and
u~iform one.
This is ordinarily the case" with respect to the
normal material, as is exhibited in hundreds of specimens.
There are others, however, of which this is not true, but where
'the silvery luster due to the mica is more or less absent, and the
substance approximates in character to pure albite; and, on
the' contrary, there are others where the albite is nearly absent
and the mIca is nearly pure (see fig. 20). The conclusion to
which these facts. have led us is that there are many gradual
transition cases between the normal cymatolite and the pure
albite and muscovite, that is, cases, where there has been a
decided separation and segregation of these two minerals.
These cases, however, require no especial explanation, for that
the conditions should be such as to lead occ~ionally to 'such
segregations was to have been expected. It is rather remarkable that they are comparatively rare, and that normal cymatolite is the rule.
The scheme, presented above, obviously requires that the
muscovite and albite should be formed in equal parts molecularly, and by weight in the ratio of 1 : 2 nearly. The question
now arises, independently, as to the almost entire absence of
mica not infrequently observed in connection with large masses
of albite. It appears, to be sure, in separate form as a scaly
covering of fracture-surfaces through the altered crystals, and
occasionally in small segregated masses, but the amount 80
observed is much srnaller than the equation requires.
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Weare obliged to conclude that either the muscovite, if
formed at the same time with the albite, has entirely disappeared, or else that the method of formation of the albite was
sometimes different from that previously explained. It can
hardly be questioned that in the cases mentioned it must have
been formed independently of itB associate, the muscovite.
Where the albite has a distinct fibrous structure it must have
been formed from the fJ spodumene (compare also figs. 8 and
12). The albite was probably made from this by the action of
a solution of sodium silicate changing the remaining lithium
of the eucryptite to sodium and introducing two molecules of
silica. It may also have been formed immediately from the
spodumen6, as expressed in the following equation:
Li,Al,Si.O I , + 2810, = N..AJ,Bi.O I l•
(')
Spodumene.

Albite.

Besides the albite pseudomorphs, there are also those consisting of the potash-leldspar, microcline, which require explanation. In regard to them, as has already been stated,
there are the cases where the granular microcline is enclosed
in albite, again others where it forms substantially the whole
crystal, and still others where it is scattered through in large
cleavage masses. Reference to formula (8) above show8 that
the explanation given for the albite and muscovite will
answer for the microcline and muscovite, the only difference
being in the alkali exchanged for the lithium. Generally,
however, the mica is absent and then we must write, 88 in tlie
case of the albite, taking into account the change of alkali,
Li,..A.1,Si.O I ,. + 2BiO, = K,Al,Si.O u
(6)
Spodumene.

lrficrooliDe.

There is no reason to think that the microcline was not formed
directly from the spodumene; no trace of any potash series to
correspond to the fJ spodumene and cymatolite was observed.
But little additional explanation is needed beyond what has
been given, in the case of the coarse complex---'Pseudomorphs,
consisting of mica and the two feldspars. The method of
their formation is involved in what has been given, the only
essential difference being that the conditions were such as to
lead to the segregation and simultaneous crystallization of the
resultin~ minerals in large masses instead of as intimate mixtures. In connection with these it is interesting to call a'tention again to the fac~ that the masses of microcline in a single
crystal, though often isolated and apparently quite independent,
are yet in most cases in parallel position. This is a significant fact in its bearing upon the conditions of formation.
These agglomeration pseadomorphs seem to be more abundant at the Massachusetts localities, 88 described by Mr. Julien,
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than with us. Moreover, they differ from those of Branchville
in that they contain much more mica and also quartz, which
latter mineral with us is practically absent. Mr. J alien, besides his general explanation of the relation of the soda feldspar and muscovite to the original spodumene (which as stated
above we have adopted), calls attention to the fact that by an
exohange of alkali and the loss of two molecules of silica,
spodumeoe would yield muscovite-that is
LitAltSi~OIl
(K,~A.lt8itO, + 2810.
(6)
Spodumene.

=

KUIOOvite.

He remarks upon the free quartz present in the pseudomorphs as evidence that this process actually went .on.
It is interesting to note In this connection the following
statement made by Mr. Julien, he saY8: U Man.r pseudomorphs
were found in the Chesterfield vein which conSIst in large part
or entirely of a greenish-yellow muscovite with peculiar greasy
luster. In fact all stages of intermixture of cymatolite were
observed, from the almost pure pseudomorphs of the latter
mineral in which muscovite occurred only in minute or even
microscopic scales lying mostly parallel to the axis of the crysothers in which the mica ,vas 80 abundant as to have
imparted a yellow or greenish color to the mixture, and at last
to micaceous pselldomorphs perfectly free from cymatolite retajning the form and superficial striation of the ~podumene
even to its terminations." He also speaks of the occurrence of
large quantities of quartz in the ~udomorphs.
In the specimens we have studled the case is reversed, qua~
is nearly entirely absent, mica occurs in separate form only
sparingly, and in the formation of the two feldspars there has
oben been an assumption of silioa from some outside source.
Thus far we have said nothing in regard to one important
pseudomoryhou8 mineral-the killinite. It ~ems impracticable
to give thIS a certain place in such a scheme as that giv~n
above, for the good reason that its true composition is somewhat in doubt. It is certainly a more or less impure material,
having the same want of homogeneity and definite composition
that is 80 often observed among the minerals of the pinite
group. The microscopic structure, and, too, the results of the
analysis, seem to justify us in the suggestion that, it may be
essentially a hydrous potash mica, not very unlike that in the
cymatolite. In this case its presence is not strange, for the
distinction between it and the other would be ·more in its state
of aggregation than in composition. The chemical process
which led to the formation of the killinite is in any case
olear, for the change consisted essentially in the introduction
of potassium and bydrogen in place of lithium, with the loss
of silica. It may consequently be expressed by equation (6),

..u-to
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given above, and the silica thus set free may have played a
part (see equation 4) i~ ~h~ formation of albite. It is inte~t..
lug to note that the ktlhwte was probably always formed Immediately from the original spodumene, since it 80 commonly
shows its cleavages.
General 8ummary.-The remarks in the preceding paragraphs may be summed up as follows :-The spodumene was
subjected to the action of solutions containing respectively
soda and potash. The first action of the soda solution, by the
partial exchange of alkali, resulted in the formation., from the
spodumeDe, of an apl>.arently homogeneous but really complex
substance, consisting of equal parts molecularly of albite and
a new lithia silicate (eucryptite.) A further action of the soda
solution (sodium silicate), by the complete change of alkali and
the accompanying assumption of silica, led in some cases to the
formation of albite. On the other hand, the action of the potash more frequently ohanged the lithia silicate, above named,
into normal muscovite, so that another apparently homogeneous but .really complex substance resulted, cymatolite, consisting of muscovite and albite in equal molecular proporti0118;
again, the segregation of these two minerals produced, in place
of normal cymatoli~e, a mixture of separate masses of albite
and mica. Still further the action of the potash, by an exchange
of alkali afld simultaneous assumption of silica, led to the formation of potash-feldspar or microcline. In some cases the
result was a coarse mixture of the mica and the two feldspars.
Finally, the action of the potash solution, and the simultaneous
loss of silica, led to the formation from the original spodumene
of a mineral very closely related to mica, namely, killinite.
Two questioDs arise bere, to neither of which we can give a
very satlsfactory answer. The first is as to the source of the
soda and potash involved in the changes that have been described-to this nothing Inore can be said than that they were
probably furnished by the previous decomposition of feldspars,
though under just what conditions we are unable to say.
The other question is as to the final disposition of the lithia
removed from the spodumene-this seems to have disappeared
entirely, unless the fact that some of the biotite in the vein now
carries lithia may account for some of it. In this connection it
should be stated that the manganese triphylite-lithiophiliteis certainly an original mineral of the vein, and occurs rather
abundantly witli the massive spodumene. Its decomposition
has also led to an increase of this snpply of lithia. Furthermore,
it is more than possible that the formation of the remarkable
series of phosphates of manganese, described by us from this
locality, was connected with the extensive changes in the
spodumene. The fact that two of the phosphates are almost
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unique among that group of minerals in containing alkalies,
(see analyses of dickinsonlte and fillowite in our earlier papers)
would almost prove this. The litbiophilite ma.y be then the
original phosphate of manganese from which the others have
been derIved. We shit]l return to this last subject at some
future time.

~.

.

A few additional remarks remain to be made. The cymatolite bas been subj~ted to further change beyond that already
described. The result is to lead to the formation of a soft
soapy white mineral, filled with scales of mica, and obviously
an Impure kaolin. This is not at all a surprising result; for it
is known that kaolin is formed from the soda-feldspar as well
• as the potash-feldspar, and the finely divided state in which the
albite exists in the cymatolite would make it very liable to
undergo the well understood change leading to kaoliD.
Associated with the soft, partially kaolinized cymatolite, is
an interesting pink clay.like mineral, closely related to mont·
morillonite. It also occurs coating the cleavage surfaces of the
partially altered spodumene. It is most abundant, however,
10 independent deposits of considerable extent in the vein not
far from the point where the spodomene occurs. It forms soft
masses, easily dug out with a spade, and enough of it was
found in one spot to fill an ordinary cart. It also penetrates
the vein material, filling cavities in the unaltered albite and
quartz. It is quit~ imp.ure, often blackened in spots with man·
ganese oxide, and contains crystals of apatite.
When first exposed it was moist and soft, easily crushed
between the fingers, and in the purest parts entirely free from
gritty material when placed in the mouth. Upon being exposed to the air for 8OIoe weeks it lost muoh of its moisture
and hardened considerably.
The color is a delicate r08e"pink, growing somewhat lighter
on being exposed to the air. It is easily fusible, B. B.
An analysis of the air·dried material was made by Mr. Horace
L. Wells, with the following results:- SiO I
AltO.

FeD

)iDO

}flO

CaO
Li,O
N8tO

I_

II_

MeaD.

51·21
22·01
Ir.
0- J6
3·76
a-55

51-19
22-20
0·20
3·68
3·fH

51-20
22-14
W_
0°18
3·'2
3·53

17·04
1·43

0·18
0·38
17·08
1·42

w.

K,O

HIO
PIO.

11·11
1·40

0-18
0·38

wo

99°83

Datto.

°853
-118
-002 }
·091
·030

-130

-003
-004
·955
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The phosphoric acid shows that a little apatite was present,
and the corresponding amount of lime (1·86) should consequently be deducted. The analysis agrees reasonably well
with the analyses of montmorillonite from Montmorillon,
France. It is also closely related to a similar clay described by
Helmhacker, from Macskamezo, Transylvania.*
It has been stated that this mineral was, as first found, very
moist and coherent. It seemed a matter of some interest to
determine the way in which it lost its water, and consequently
two grams of air-dried mineral were taken and placed in the
desiccator over sulphuric acid. Repeated weighings showed that
it continued to lose weight graaually for a period of six or
seven weeks, the loss being then 9·80 p. c. The total loss after
ignition was about 17 p. c.
The exact relation of this montmorillonite to -the spodumene pseudomorphs cannot be given. The fact that it occurs
80 intimately with the spodumene, and too with the cymatolite,
seems to imply that it owes its origin to the former. It belongs, however, to a later part of the process, for it is almost
entirely free from alkalies. The suggestion that it may have
been made from feldspar and thus have afforded the alkalies
involved in the alteration of the spodumene would seem at
first sight plausible. But in the first place the feldspar of the
vein with which it occurs is entirely fresh and unaltered, and
then, as far as our observations have yet gone, the quantity is
much too small. It would rather seem to .be a local result of
the further alteration of the cymatolite. We do not feel able
at present, however, to speak with decision about it.
In concluding our paper, we would express our acknowl·
edgments to Mr. Penfield, and to Messrs. Wells and Dewey, to
whom we are indebted for the analyses here published.
DSSClUPTIOlf OF PLATB.

=

In the figures the letters employed have the following signification :---G albite,
though here it is to be remembered. that (8S remarked earlier) most of the albite
contains scales of muscovite, and hence shades into cymatolite; c cymatolite;
9 = mU8COvite; k
killinite; m microcline; 8 = spodumene; P::;: {lspodumene.
1a, lb, Ic: Three sections across a single crystal, 15 inches wide and 4" long,
at intervals of about 5 inches. la, from near the terminated extremity, consists
principally of P spodumene (fJ), with cymatolite (c) along the edges, and a little
glassy spodllmene (8) on the lower side. Ib show8 only 13 spodumene and
cymatolite, the latter occupyinR a larger portion than in 1a.. Ic, from the lower
extremity of the crystal shows cymatolite only.
2. Section across a crystaJ., .q inches wide, now entirely altered to cymatolite.
The intricate wavy structure of this mineral is shown, as also the tendency of the
fibers to be at right angles to the edges.
3. Partial eection taken longitudinally; the central portion consists of finely
granular aJ.bite (a), with lines of coarsely granular, and cleavable, micorooline (m);
the exterior is cymatolite (c).

=

=

=

* Tschermak. Min.

u. Petro. Mitth. 1879, p. 251.
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4:. Fragment of 8 crystal showing the granular albite (a) inci08ing microoline (m).
5. Section across & large crystal; the exterior fractured and irregular. It
consists mostly of clear pink apodumene (.) with bands of f3 apodumene (13) pasaing
through it, following the directions of the cleavage; also some cymatolite (c) on
the exterior.
6. Consists of granular albite (a), and cymatoJite (e), also some plates of mica (g).
7. Section acr088 a large crystal (natural size), the interior consisting of fibrous
albite (a) and the exterior cymatolite (e).
8. Section showing some of the original spodumene (I) in detached points, with
cymatolite (e) radiating from them, also some p spodumene, granular albite (a),
and a few plates of mica (g).
9. A frngment consisting of killinite <k> with nanow bands of cymatolite (e)
following approximately the original cleavage directions of the apodumene.
10. Section across & large crystal (7-1 inches wide), consisting of albite (a)
and graoular microoline (~.
11, 13. Fragments showing granular albite (a) and imbedded in it broad
cleaTage plates of microcline; in each crystal these plates are all in parallel
direction.
12. Fragment of a crystal, showing {J spodumene (Il) inclosed in albite (a), the
exterior portion consisting of killinite.
14:. Portion of a crystal with the apodumene (.) cymatolite (0) radiating from it.
and granular albite (a); one band through the spodumene is Btill ~ spodumene.
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XXX.-Floating MagneL!,. by R. B.

W. P.
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and

SHIPLEY.

IN repeating Professor Mayer's beautiful experiments with
floating magnets,* we have modified the field of magnetic
force by sending an electric current through a coil surrounding
the vessel of water to repel the floating magnets to the center,
either with or without the fixed central magnet. With these
modifications, we still have radial lines of force (counting the
horizontal component only), the intensity of which varies with
the distance from the center of the bowl, but according to two
very different functions of this distance. Assuming the solenoidal distribution of m~netism as a sufficient approximation
for our present purpose, It may be readily shown that
F - k (,.
,.
. .,.
8
,.
)
11
(,.'+A,)i-(,.t+B1i+~(r'+C,),,-(,.t+D,)J
in which F 1
kl

()

1

= the attraction of each floating magnet towards the
center;

= the force acting between a pole of the central mag-

net and a pole of a floating magnet, when they
are at unit distance ;
tbe horizontal distance of the floating magnet from
the center of the field, and
A, B, C and D are vertical distances which remain constant in each experiment.
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